EU wide qualification of professional drivers (lorries) according BKrFQG
Modular course for individuals and companies
Due to the directive´s requirements (2003/59/EG) of the 15th of July 2003 the basic qualification
and the professional development (PD) of the drivers of certain vehicles for road and public
transport were implemented in the professional drivers regulation (BKrFQV) of the 22nd of
August 2006.
Hereby all european members have introduced further conditions for driving licenses
according to basic qualification and professional development (PD) valid up from September
2014. This regulation wants to enhance traffic and personal safety. The legislators hope
according the regulation is a more anticipatory driving and a more efficient fuel consumption .
The professional development (PD) is structured into 5 modules with 7h each. Every 5 years
public authorities (issuing the driving licences) want to get proof by certification of having done
all 5 modules.
Intended audience: Professional drivers who have to proof evidence according their
professional
driving license.
Duration:
All in 35 h (each 60 minutes!) within 5 modules.
Lessons time:
every day as agreed including Saturdays from 8am to 4:30 pm.
Degree:
Certification of every (!) module to proof public authority to reissue the
driving license.
Information and
registration:
Mr.Reinhard Kuhn
Fon +49(0)7141 270272
Mail reinhardkuhn@optimal-kurier.de or
Mr.Peter Neumann
Fon +49 (0)1520 8556275
Mail schulung@pn-hds.de

Peter Neumann ▪ Handel Dienstleistung Schulung
Ziegelstraße 62 ▪ D-71720 Oberstenfeld ▪ www.pn-hds.de
Telefon +49 1520 8556275 ▪ info@pn-hds.de ▪ Steuernummer 71185/49157
Raiffeisenbank Oberstenfeld Konto 326544003 BLZ 600 697 27 ▪ IBAN: DE56 6006 9727 0326 5440 03 ▪ BIC GENODES1ROF

Questions of substance
Modul 1:
Eco Training
1.Scheduling practice
2.How to acquire an economical driving style
Modul 2:
(Social)legal framework for professional road transport
1.Actual traffic specifications
2.Socilal legal framework
3.Legal Framework for roadtransport
Modul 3:
Safety technology and driving safety
1.To become aware of traffic danger and industrial accidents
2.Evaluation of emergency situations
3.Driving safety and safety systems
Modul 4:
Driver as a pivotal position: Service provider, responsible body,professional
1.Market background of road transport
2.The public reputation of the company
3.Migrant smuggling and delinquency
4.Prevention of health damages
5.The Meaning of a good bodycally and physically condition.
Modul5:
Freight securing
1.Intro
2.Responsibilities
3.Physics
4.Load balancing and utilitary volume
5.Different sort of loads
6.Different types of safety mechanisms
7.Use of retaining jigs
8.How to check retaining jigs
9.Loading and unloading
10.Further freight securing methods
The qualification modules are to be arbitrarily sequenced. The participating groups can be
single or company relvant. Minimum number of participants is 8 and maximum 20 per module
and date.
Class rooms are to be certified and fixed through PN-HDS- www.pn-hds.de.
Company qualification can be held in the companies facilities but have to be individually
certified.
Mutable groups can have dates and topics of the following lectures. It stands to reason that
company qualifications can ask for own topic input within the lectures.
For company qualifications please ask for further information and customized offering .

Via Fax +49 (0)7062 915146
PN – HDS
Peter Neumann * Handel Dienstleistung Schulung
Ziegelstraße 62
71720 Oberstenfeld

REGISTRATION

I want to register confirmed for the following seminar (please fill out entirely)
EU Qualification (lorries) for professional drivers, modular qualification
Modules:

______________________________________________________________________________
Surname
□ male / □ female
______________________________________________________________________________
Name
place/country of birth
______________________________________________________________________________
Street
date of birth
______________________________________________________________________________
Postcode domicile
______________________________________________________________________________
Telephone
eMail
______________________________________________________________________________
Terms of contract
The precise infos for the modular qualification
as well as the conditions of turn out is handed
out and known to me. They are part of contract.
The final contract arises when the proof of turn out
to the modular qualification is delivered (Mail/Post).
The dates and costs are affirmed again explicitely
within this document.
The turn out to the modular qualification is only valid
through payment in full and in advance.
________________________________________
Place, Date

________________________________________
Sign of the participant

This is an english translation for non german audience and may contain
unique characteristics out of Germany´s jurisdiction regarding the European Union.

Terms of participation
Registration
The registration has to be done in a written form via Peter Neumann *Handel Dienstleistung Schulung (the
establishment for professional development). The content of the information sheet and the terms of participation
are going to be recognized within the registration.

Curriculum
The lessons are made under the authorized statutory curriculum.

Costs
The concerted costs are going to be to be confirmed in a written form (via eMail or mail) within the obligatory
registration confirmation. The seminars cost are due to be payed within the contract completion, not later than
the beginning of the seminar.
The registration costs are usually included within the seminar costs. Instructional material is not included.
Exceptions are noticed on the customers information. The registrations cost is usually 50€ and due to pay within
the registration.

Withdrawal
Before starting the seminar the organisator may withdraw from the contract because of less turn-out for the
seminar or other disruptions.
The minimum seminars attendance is to be read within the seminar information leaflet. Anticipated fees will be
refunded in this case.
Every withdrawal has to be declared in writing before the seminars start not later than 2 weeks before and is free
of withdrawal charge.
The registration fee is not refundable because of the covering purchase of organization.

Extraordinary Termination
The personal development establishment as well as the participant have the right to terminate under certain
conditions. This has to be done in writing. The seminars fee are to be payed off up to the termination.

Certification, Performance reports
Achieved tests are to certified by the test establishment. Confirmation of participation are to be issued by the
establishment for professional development. These certifications are to be handed out personally at the end of the
particular seminar to each participant.
In case of loss or replacement you may ask the administration for reissuance of the form. The reissuance will be
charged with € 12,50 each.
For other certifications and confirmations you may ask the administration of the establishment.
The participant who is semi or completely sponsored by a cost carrier cedes the debts to the establishment for
professional development and declares that the cost carrier may ask for achievement reports.

House Rules
The participants are informed about compulsory house rules. Any violation will end in revenge and may signify the
exclusion of the seminar. Furthermore the establishment may insist on regress.

Conclusive information
If there are separate agreements concerning single seminars the have precedence over the present registration
agreement.

